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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Nature of the investigation--This stu~ will attempt to determine the 
efficiency with which the Boston University General Association Testl/ 
predicts academic success for selected graduate students at the Boston 
~- Universi t;r School of Education. It will also determine the correlation 
between the Boston Universit;r General Association Test, hereafter called 
the :BUGAT, and intelligence; the correlation between the separate sub-
areas of the :BUGAT and intelligence; end which of the sub-areas is the 
best predictor of academic success. !be effieienc;r of the BUGAT and 
the intelligence test together as prognostic measures will be determined. 
Delimitation of the stu!iy-The stud;r deals exelusi vely w1 th the BUGJ.T 
and the sub-areas as prognostic measures. It does not deal w1 th the 
BUGAT as aVocabular;r Test or an Interest Tendena,r Test. Nor does it 
deal with the value of this test as one of a battery of tests. 
Scope of the problem--The students u1ed in this stu~ were chosen at 
random from the graduate school classes at the Boston University School 
of Education. ~e instructors of those classes agreed to cooperate by 
administering the various tests used in this stu~. The greater 
1/ Helen B. Sullivan and Done~d D. Durrell, "The Boston University Gen-
eral Association Test,N The World Book CompaBT, Yonkers-on-the-
J -Hudson. New York, 1949. 
-------,~-------- ------- ------
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percentage of students are graduate stndents with a relatively few being 
seniors. The small percentage of undergraduetes should not invalidate 
the results since they have shown themselves to be capable of four yeqrs 
work at the college level and prewumably are as intelligent as the grad-
uate students in this study. T.his sample can be considered represents-
tive of the graudate students at :Boston University School of Education 
since in any field, two of the courses are required for the advanced degree, 
and two of the cour~es are electives. This arrangement would include most 
of the various division~ of the graduate school. Only those stQdents 
for which all of the data were available were included in the study. 
Justification of the stgdt--One of the maJor fields in testing and guid-
Pnce is prognosis of academic success. Currently this field is being 
explored by many researchers but even more studies are needed. The impor-
tance for such studies has aptly been summed up by Stuit: 
If the individual can be informed of his chances of success 
in a professional college before he enrolls. it should be a 
great ad.vant!Jge to him in terms of time and money saved if 
he should otherwise fail. At the same tif7• it should encourage 
those to make sacrifices who m~ succeed. 
Mood;y is even more emphatic concerning the importance of accurate 
prediction. 
1/ 
~e proper selection of teaching candidates and proper prepara-
tion and scholarship are so important that the lack of th,m 
definitely precludes success in the teaching profession.2f 
Dewey B. Stuit, "The Prediction of Scholastic Success in a College 
of Medicine," Educational and PsYchologiCal Measurement, Vol. 1, 
January 1. 1941, P• 78. 
2/ Floyd E. Moody, "Correlation of Professional Training with Teaching 
Success of Normal School Graduates, 11 School Review XXVI, March 1918, 
P• 181. 
2 
While the above statement concerns teachi ng as a profession, 807 
pr0fesaion may be substituted without alteri ng the importance of the 
statement. !fue importance of accurate prediction is manifest but ob-
taining sueh accuracy is a far more difficult matter. For centuries 
men have been attempting to foretell the future Put with little .access. 
Some of the ancient charlatanisms in prognosis persist tod~ under the 
pseudo-acientifie names of Phr81!1.GJlog, : Physhgno~ .. Astrology, Horology 
and others despite the teachings of modern sci ence. With the beginning 
of testing and measurement, prognosis has moved forward rapidly. but 
the rapid forward motion has not been as rapid as desired • Standardized 
testing has improved the accuracy of prediction it is true, but how 
much has this accuracy been improved? A brief review will answer this 
question and in the process of so doing, justify this thesis. 
While the ultimate goal is perfect prediction, such a goal is an 
impossibility. Human beings differ too much in themselves as we.l l as 
among themselves to make one hundred per cent accuracy possible. Al-
though our current means of prediction are not perfect by any means, they 
are better than the guesses formerly subscribed to. An imperfect tool 
is far superior to no tool at all. 
That the greatest percentage of research has dealt exclusively 
with int elligence testing is obvious. The reason for this will be made 
clear in a later paragraph. Concerning the success of intelligence tests 
u prognostic measures, Monroe has this to s~: 
Studies reviewed indicate that, with the possible exception of 
students scoring in the upper and lower ranges of the distribution, 
3 
it is hazardous to predict college success Qn the basis of 
intelligence test scores alone.lf 
Sullivan, in her doctorate dissertation was made aware of: 
---the constanc7 of low coefficients of correlation between 
scores on various ps7ehological tests on entrance to college, 
and supposedl7 predictive of success in college, and the 
actual ~ccess the students obtained during their college 
career.2/ · 
One of the moat comprehensive studies in the field of academic prognosis 
has been done b7 David Segel. He found three general troes of tests 
currentl7 being used for prediction purposes and that all three had pos1-
tive relationShips between scores and later college success. His re-
ported correlations are: 
1. Gener8l ~ti tude teste and scholarship 
2. General Achievement tests and scholarship 
3. Specific Aptitude tests and scholarship 
·Range 
.60-.30 
.75-.43 
.53-.12 
~e most important correlation he reports is the median correlation of 
all the studies of .45 between college success and intelligence tests. 
He states that most of the studies fall into the lower part of the range 
and onl7 a few report high correlations. 
It is significant that .these studies, reyiewing previous attempts 
1/ Walter s. Monroe 11 Engc.lopedia of Educationa1 Research. The MacMilla 
Comp8Jl1', 1950, P• 883. 
2/ Helen :e. Sullivan, 11 A New Means of Appraising the ~ifications of 
Prospective Teachers, 11 Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, Harvard 
Universit7, 1944~ 
3/ David Segel, "Prediction of Success in College," U.S. Office of 
Education Bulletin No. 15, 1934. 
,, 
II I 
at prediction, all reach the same conclusions regarding such prediction. 
While prediction is improving, the effieienc7 of prediction toda7 does 
not warrant the conclusion that it is effective. ~e7 state that m9n7 
more studies are needed in this field before the effectiveness of ps7cho-
logical measures is increased 812.7 gx-eat degree. 
Aside from intelligence tests, 1; would be valuable to discuss 
briefl7 the results obtained through use of other measures. Stuit and 
Hudson state: 
Unitary measures of intelligence are not sufficient alone to 
characterize the mental abilit7 requirements for a professional 
group. After a minimo.m level has been established, mea.tl11l'es 
other than total score on intelligence tests are 'ecessar.v for 
discrimination between individuals in the field.l 
They- do not es:plain full7 the establishment of the 11 milliJDWil level1 or 
how to obtain it but their idea is sound and merits attention. Segel 
advises that test batteries be used but he cantions great care must be 
exercised in their use. 2/ Bolen~~ and Proctor found that a good high 
school record, regardless of the pattern of courses taken, gave a better 
predictive index than intelligence tests and both together were better 
than either one taken separate17.3 / Monroe states that personalit7 
measures were found to correlate low with college success consistentl7 
1/ Dewe7 B. Stuit and Harr)" H. Hudson, 11 The Relationship of Prima.t7 
Mental Abilities to Scholastic Success in Professional Schools," 
Journal of ExoerimentaJ. Pszchology 10. Mare~:\, 1942, pp. 179 - 182. 
2/ Segel, qp. cit., P• 18. 
3/ L. Bolenbaugh and W.M. Proctor, URelationship of SubJect• Taken in 
High School to Success in College," Journal. of Educational Researca 
.12. Febru&rT, 192'7, PP• 87 -92. 
5 
end strongly advises against their use.1/ Durflinger, in contrast to 
maDT other studies, states that a two hour achievement test will give a 
score that is as predictive of college success as the more laborious 
process of acCWIIIllatiDg the high school record. :But he states that even 
this method is usu.re and 1 ts efficiency as a prognostic means could be 
improved. 2/ :Barr believes that a combination of questionnaires, rating 
b7 teachers, interest inventories, and other subjective measures in con-
junction w1 th obJective intelligence tests mater'i .all7 increase the pre-
. 3/ 
dictive efficiency of the meaaures. The use of other prognostic 
instruments has been SWIIllled up bf Monroe: 
The studies that have been made of measures of predicting 
college success indicate that although high school marks, 
achievement tests, and mental tests are the best single 
predictors of success, more valid prediction11 are obtained 
When these prognostic measures are used together or in a 
· combination of other measures.. However, even the most ef-
fect1Te of these combinations do not correlate closel7 enough 
with college success to enable a eounse:ior to make individual 
predictions with aDJ great degree of certaint7 for all cases.4/ 
The above summ&r7 aptly describes the situation to~ in the pre-
diction of college succeu.. Those few measures which have been found to 
have some slight effectiveness in certain instances are applicable only 
1/ Mo~roe, AP• cit., P• 885. 
2/ 
3/ 
G.W. Durflinger, "Prediction of College Success: A Summary of Recent 
Findimgs, 1 Journal of American Association of Collegiate Registrants, 
October, 1943, P• 76. 
A. S. :Barr, "!rile Measurement and Prediction of ';ceaching Efficiency: 
A Summary of Investigations," Whe Journa1 of Experimental Education, 
June-; 1938• 
Monroe, op. ci\•• P• 886. 
II 
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in those instances. Varying standards for different colleges force 
the adoption of various cr1 teria:. a&ainst which nccese is measured so 
similar instruments do not yield similar results. ~s serves to com-
plicate still further the alrea~ complicated field of academic pre-
diction. Praeticall;v ever;y stu~ in this area emphasises research which 
is needed. The;y suggest new studies vi th old and familar instruments; 
or the stud;y and derivation of completely new instruments and the stud;y 
of their prognostic value. 
This is the last area which Justifies this stu~. The RGA.T is a 
comparatively new instrument which is as ;vet untried in the prediction 
field. This stu~ attempts to .determine the efficienc.y with which the 
:etrG.A.T does predict success in college at the graduate level. If certain 
8\lb-areas of the :SUG.A.T are valid prognosticators of success, than, :further 
research in those areas is indicated and once again this stud;y is Justi-
fied. In the final analysis, perhaps the BUG.A.T is the better mousetrap 
for which man is continually searching. 
7 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
Practically every major intelligence test on the market today has 
been used as a basis for some stQdy dealing with the prediction of 
academic success. The literature is replete with such studies but a 
review of many of them would serve little purpose to be included here. 
AS an indication of what has been done in this field, some of the most 
typical are presented. Ostensibly, intelligence tests are constructed 
for prediction purposes. While, strictly speaking, this study does not 
concern it self with an intelligence test, the results of the study are 
being compared with results from other intelligence tests and the review 
of research sheds light on past attempts at prediction. 
Hartson and Sprow in a rather extensive study found that the 
differencesin predictive power for the major intelligence tests were not 
significant. The highest correlation reported was .438 between the Ohio 
State Psychological Examination and seven semesters work.l/ 
McGehee reports the . .American Council on Education Psychological 
Examination to correlate with college success .44; .555; .501; and .583 
1/ A. J . Sprow and L. D. Hartson, "The Value of I.~•s Obtained in 
Secondary Schools for Predicting College Scholarship, 11 Educational 
and Psychological Measurement, Vol. I, October, 1941, p. 387-398. 
8 
in four separate studies. 1 / They state that this is as high a predictive 
value as any other single instrument. 
The Regents Examination of New York were found to correlate .551 
with college grades compared to A72 for the College Entrance Examination 
against the same criterion. The number of cases in this study are too 
small to be meaningful, 48 and 39 respectively, and the obtained value 
for the R~ent's is no higher than others. 2/ Lanigan found the Otis 
~ick-Scoring Test of Mental Ability, the American Council on Education 
Psychological Examination and the Minnesota Speed of Reading Test to be 
hazardous for predictive purposes. 3/ 
The prognosis of success is not much better for the various 
professional schools than it is for college in general. The problems 
that are found in the latter area are multiplied in the former due to 
the greater complexity of courses and material. A review of studies in 
the professional schools will illustrate the success found here. 
Typical of the results are those reported by Stuit. He found the total 
- science grade point average correlates .465 with scholastic success in 
medicine. The specific aptitude tests for prediction of success in 
medical schools did not correlate as high as the above figure nor did 
intelligence test results. 4/ This is rather a severe criticism of the 
1/ Wm. McGehee, "Freshmen Grades and the ACE Psychological Examination," 
School and Society, Vol. 47, Feb. 1938, p. 222-224. 
2/ Christian 0. Weber, "The Comparative Value of College Entrance 
Examinations," School and Society, Vol. 55, February, 1942, p. 247-251. 
3/ Mary A. Lanigan, "The Effectiveness of the Otis, the A.C.E., and the 
Minnesota SQeed of Readi~ Test for Predicting Success in College," 
Journal of E;perimental Research, Dec. 1947, Vol. 41, p. 289-296. . 
4/ Dewey B. Stuit, op. cit., p. 82. 
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f!Jpecific aptitude tests wh,.~h arc:s designed to a;d _the pre~etion of 
success and yet do not do the ~est job at this prediction. 
Prognosis of academic _success in eng~c:ser;ng schools could stand 
a great deal of improvement aec:ording to Moore. He found results simi-
lar to Stuit concerning specific aptitude examinations in engineering.l/ 
:I 
II 
:I 
Greenwald -~tates that_, at pre_sent, prediction in a ph.armacy school sue-
1
1 
cess was extremely ineffective_ and hazardous and considerable improve- _ 
1 ~, 
ment is called for to raise the low level of predictive efficiency found. 
Votaw, using regression equations, concluded that Use of Library and 
Stud.v Materia].s ~est by Kirkpatrick contributed more to academic prog-
nosis than _ the Cooperative English Examination C-2, Form Q, or the 
.American Council on Education Psychological ]lx~ination. :But the re-
sults yie~ded by the library test were unsatisfactory. 3/ 
In summarizing similar studies, Leonard presents a very clear 
picture of the prognostic situation as it is today: 
The average. correiation should be a large number if studies 
between generSl college scholarship and mental tests is .44; 
between college scholarship and general achievement tests 
1/ J. E. l.foore 1 "A Decade of -Attempts to Predict Scholastic Success in 
Engilieeririg Schools,• Occupations,, l~ovember, 1949, Vol. XXVIII, 
:PP• 92 -96. 
2/ Samuel Greenwald, 0 The Use of a :Battery of Tests, Verbal and Non-
Verb8J. in Form to Predict -the SUccess of Students Enrolled in a 
Co1iege of Pharmacy, 11 Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, :Boston University, 
1949. 
i 
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3/ David Votaw, •A Comparison of Test Scores of Entering College Fresh- 1· 
men as Instruments for Predicting Subsequent Seholarship, 1 Journal 
of Educational Research, New York, 1945, Vol. 40, No. 3, pp. 215-21S. 
:10 
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is .55; between college_ s~h~l~ship and t~st~ of specific 
aptitudes, traits and chievement is .37: and Qetween col-
;ege scholarship, and teaoherfs ~ks ii!J .55.1/ 
Other excellent_ reviews ~d summaries of pertinent_ research have been 
prepared by Sege1, 2/ Stuit _et al.,~/ _Sul.livan, 4/ 'Barr, 5/ and Monroe. 6/ 
All these authors reach approximately the identical conclusions. The 
efficiency of prediction is not as high as desired by counselors and 
administration officials and that, while slowly improving, the improve-
ment is being gained b:y the -g.se of complic~ted statis_tical. means and 
large amounts of dat~_ fr.om . mc:~r_e than.: one te_st. Since so many us~rs of 
the--tests do not un_derstand these statistical means, _ it is doubtful. 
whather the gains are as great ~ cJ,aim.ed by the_ authors. 
Summary of Research FindiDI!--Expert opinion agrees that the median 
correlatio~ between the most wi~ly used prognosti~ instrgm~nt? a men-
tal test of some so~, and actuaJ,. college success is about .45. Using 
the Coefficient _of Forecast~ Efficiency formula from Garrett. 7/ a 
correlation of .45 has an efficiency of only 11~. That is only 11% of 
1/ J. Paul Leo~arci, •can We Face the Evidence of College Entrance 
Requirements?~ School Review, June 1945, Vol. 53, ~. 334. 
2/ David Segel, op. cit. 
3/ Dewey Stult, - et a1., "Prediction- of Success · in Professional Schools, 1 
American Council on Education Series, 1949. 
4/ Sullivan, op. _cit. 
5/ 'Barr, op. _ ~it • . 
6/ Monroe, _op_. cit. 
11 Henry E. Garrett, ·Statistics · in Psychology and Education, Longmans, 
Greens and Co., 1949, P• 337. 
I 
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the time can a counselor or admini_str~:f!or b~ _cqnf_;dent ~ the prediction. 
It must be remembered t~t befo;re __ an_ ef~iciency of _ 5~ ·is reached, the 
correlation must be .ss6. It tmm~dia.tely becomes obvious why experts 
conclude that the pres~nt state of prediction is deplorable and needs 
improvement. A&nittedly, better_ thaJ). nothing, the present state of pre-
diction is such, that _a great deal of improveme:n,t is necessa:cy before 
the level of efficiency is attained whereby more confidence can be 
placed in the results. 
One interesting study_ wh,.ch ~s not ill. the scope of this study, but 
is worth mentioning because of the high results r~ported is that of 
Sappenfield_._ :By use of a ~on.g _ and complicated pr~cedure, he derives an 
- 1/ 
Effort Index wh.ieh c~rrelates .S16_ with. academic success. More re-
search is needed with this ~dex before the ~esults can be completely 
accepted but it bears promise for the future. 
There are no studies reviewed concerning the :SUGA.T since th~s is 
a comparatively new test with no p~blishe~ studi~s concerning it. More 
will be said about the BUGA.T in the next chapter. 
1/ :e. R, Sapp"enf:i.eld, 1Pr~~ction . of Qo.llege Scholarship for <h-oups 
Having the Effort Indices of Restricted Range," Journal of ApPlied 
Psychology, c7: 1943, pp. 44g - 451. 
j _2 
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CHAPTER III 
. PROCI!lDO'RES 
Variables used in the stu¥-~e :Boston University General Association 
l/ 
Test is a direct _result of' _the wo;rk of Dr. SuJ.l~van ! · Since her thesis 
is so important to this study, a brief summa..ry of' its findings will 
prove extremely valuable at this time. 
of the low predictive correla~ion obtained by maJ;Ly different researchers 
devised a vocabulary test which she called the _ Special Field Vocabulary 
Test. She contended that tests of' this type, in conjunction with other 
measures, would materially rai11e the predictive indices then ill use. 
Originally, designed for schools of education, she states that it may 
well be applicabl~ for all schools in general. :Believing that wide 
ranges of' interest and experience are character;stics of' good teachers, 
the test purports . ~o_ measure these areas under the heading of' 1 Int~rest 
Tendencies." MealJ.'IJ.ri ng other factors th8n intelligence, she assumed 
th~ test would ~~~ a different prognostic value than the usual one for 
intelligen~e _ tests. 
The Special Field Vocabulary T~st eons~sted of' . six different sub-
areas: Recreational; Humanistic; Aesthetic; Trades; Scientific; and 
1/ Helen :B. Sull~va.n, 1 A New -Means of' Appr~lsing the Qualifications of 
Prospective Teachers." unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, Harvard 
university, 1944 . 
::1_3 
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j' Practical. Arts. A wide selection of words peculiar to these sub-areas 
11 were ~ollected and placed in a form for administration to the test 
I 
I 
!I 
II 
I 
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il 
group. This test group was coi!lprised of three different gro~s of 
seniors .from t~ee dif:f~rent eolle~e~ of_ education and the total fresh-
men population o:f all _t}lree colleges. After _a. tryout administration to 
;-~vise the test into a form more suitable :for group testing, the :final. 
:form w.as giy(ID to tp.e four gr()ups comprising the test group. The results 
are summarized briefly. ~1 the freshmen gr?up scores ~e correlated 
w_iththe A.C.E. Psychological Exam~ation (1939 Sc<?ring). The _ seniors 
of colleg~ X are correlated w.ith the . same test, (1937 scoring); the 
seniors of.. college Y, (1939_ sc<;>ring); and_ the_ seniors of college Z, the 
Otis Intelligence T_est, Form A. - ~1 intelligence t~st scores were ob-
tained from the_ reco~ds of the coope~ating college.s. 
' . . . . . - . . ' 
1/ 
II 
I 
Coefficients o:f Correlation ~etween the Special Field Vocabulary I 
Test and In Intelligence Test Scores ·1 
----------1, 
Name of Test ~o. Fr~sh. No. 
Recreational. 1SO ~l-1-1 75 
Humanistic .'51 
Aesthetic ~42 
Trades ~.40 
Scientific ~42 
Practical Arts ~29 
Total Score .4s 
Sel}.. _X No. Sel}.. y 
~40 75 ~41 
.35 .'58 
~32 ~47 
.'5) ~40 
.4o ~28 
~17 ~43 
.ljq .41 
No. 
94 
Sen. Z1 
-,. II 
.u.3 ' 
.114 11 
~4o I 
.'33 II 
.34 1 
.39 1 
.I 
.51 j1 
II 
---------------------------,, 
Dr. Sullivan also reports the correlation between the Special Field I 
1/ Sullivan, op. cit., P• 120. 
Vocabulary Te~t and the Cooperative Engl_ish_ Voeab~ary Test for 424 
1/ 
eases as .564. She interprets these above correlations in this w~: 
The relatively low c~;>rrelations indicate . that . the Special 
Field Vocabular.y Test probably measures faetor~1other than those measured by gJ:oup tests of i,ntelligen~e. 
The correlation of the Special Field Vocabul~y Test with class 
rank of _the seniors, based on grades received in f~ur years of college 
work was .sq as comp~ed with a. correlation of intelligence against the 
same criterion of .43. _The same high _c9.rrel~tion w~s _noted be'\;ween 
praetiee t~aehing_ grades. ~~ the_ Speci&!- . Field Voca~ar.v ~est. The 
"r'sn for the three eollege_13 ~ere _.94, .89, _and .96 respectively as 
~ompared to_ a correlation of .4~7 . for intelligence _ test and practice 
teaching grades. 3/ It . becomes obvious that these correlations are higher 
than _those for intelligence tests and for those reported in the litera-
ture. 
1/ 
2/ 
3/ 
4/ 
Dr! Sulliyan states in her conclusion: _ 
- .. 
From the foregoing findings, it seems evident that a long 
form vocabulary test SSmpl_big· malty fields of -Jl'llllla!i. end~avor 
relates mo:re c],of!ely to ~:~uccess _in ~adem'-~ subJects and 
practice te_aching than _thEl mo:re commqnly _used methods of 
prediction. _In the light . of these findings it 110uld seem that 
the tes_t present_ed in this study would be a fair instrument, 
when it is further perfected, to predict success in such 
teacher's coll,eg~s as_ have their academic curriculum closely 
keyed to the praeti~e of teaching. _It may well be that this 
instrUlllent may later be show, \'lhen other investigations have 
been made, to . b~1 fair instrument to predict success in col-
lege in general. · 
Sullivan, op. cit., :p. 142. 
Sullivan, op. cit., P• 147. 
Sullivan, op. cit., "P• 149. 
Sullivan, op. cit., p. 150 
1_5 
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Revision of the Special Field Vocabula;z Test--In her concluding state-
ment, Dr. Sullivan mentions further . refinements • . The_ ]oston Uhiversity 
General Association Test is that refinement. It is the direct descendant 
of the previou,s test described. . T}lere are six sub-areas which are the 
same except the Trades is noli cal.led Manual Arts. The words have been 
taken directly from the orig_inaJ.. t est and divided into two forms, A 
and :B. There are 74 test . items in th_e Recreational, Manual Arts, Scho-
lastic and Scientific S1fl.b-areas and 37 in the Practical Ar!is and Aes-
thetic malting a. total of 370 test items in the entire test. 
Final Examinations--The final ~xaminations, the criteria against which 
the . :BUGAT and intel:ligence t~st scores are being . correlated, are those 
prepared by t~ different instructors for the four classes comprising 
the test group. There are two classes in _Mea.surement and Evaluation in 
Educati9n; , one class in the Measurem~nt of Intelligence, Individual 
Me~hods; and one class in Elements of Statistics. The finaJ. examina.-
tions were all of th~ ol>Je«;:tive ~ype. and were graded according to cur-
rent statistical practices. It is reasonable to _assume that the tests 
are valid since their purpose _is the evaluation of the outcome of a 
semeater 1 s work in the courses. All of the instructors have had exten-
. . 
sive training in testing with a thorough knowledge of testing procedures 
and construction which wouJ.d f~ther S'U:bsta:ntiate the assumption made 
concerning the validity of th~. final _ ex~in,ations. 
Intelligence Measure~The General Knowledge Test is a ninety question, 
C)rnle omnibus test which was _ de~ised for ~.s_e with civilian employees of 
the Uhited States Army Air Corps during World \far II. It attempts to 
II 
'i II 
. I 
I 
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measure alertness and general knowledge • . Percentile, adult norms are 
1/ 
given in the . ntt-ost Measurement Notebo()k. ·. 
l3asic assumptions--As in every study of prognosis . of ae~mic success, 
the only available criteria for determ~ing the success of the test 
group is marms or scores on tests showing proficiency. Due to the no-
torious unreliability of marks this is sometimes a serious fault with 
many of the studies. unfortunately, however, there are no other criteria 
against which scores can be correlated to indicate the predictive effi-
ciency. Therefore, marks or test · scores_ indicatin~ the degree of sue-
cess remain as the criteria. against which other scores mu.st be corre-
lated. It is assumed, il?- this study, that the tests used as indications 
of scholastic success, i.e. the final examinations, are reliable and 
valid indicators ~d the results of this study, therefore, will aJ.so be 
reliable and valid. 
It is also assumed that the small :percentage of undergraduate• will 
not invalidate the interpretation of the findings for the . graduate 
school level of the l3oston University School of Education. 
Statistical -procedures employed-Dna to the final examinations having 
different raw scores, it was necessary to convert all of the scores ~to 
standard scores having a. mean of f:l.fty and a standard deviation of 10. 
This was done by using the 
X-M 
z = 50 1- 10 s a 
• •x 
gf 
formula where z is the standard score 
X is the raw score 
M is the mean of the raw seore 
s.d.x is the standard devia-
tion of the raw score 
1/ Walter .N. Du.rost, The Measurement Notebo.ok, Copyright, 1949. 
2/ John-G. Peatm8n, Descrintive and Representative S~li~, Harper & 
l3ros., publishers, 1947, p. 185. 
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Correlations were all computed by means of the Durost-Walker Cor-
1/ 
relation Chart. The_ following correlations were computed: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
1· g~ 
g. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Total score of the BUG&T with the General Knowledge Test. 
Recreational _ sub-area of the :SUGAT with the ~neral Knol'rledge 
Test. 
Manual Arts sub-area ()f · the BUI)AT with the General Knowledge 
Test. 
Scholastic sub ... area of the :BUGAT with the General Knowledge 
Test. 
Scientific sub-area of the :BUG&T with the General Knowledge 
Test! 
Practical Arts sub-area of the BUG.AT with the General Knowledge 
Test. 
Aesthetic sub-area of the :BUGAT with J;h.e General Knowledge Test. 
The General Knowledge Test with final examination marks. 
Total score of the :BUGAT with final examination marks. 
RecreationSJ. area of the :SUGAT with final examination marks. 
Manual Arts area of the BUGAT with final examination marks. 
Scholastic area of th~ :BUGA.T with final examination marks~ 
Scientific area of the :BUGAT with final examination marks. 
Practical Arts area of the :SUGAT with final examination marks. 
Aest~tic area of the- :SUGAT with final examination marks. 
The interform reliability of Form A_and Form :B of the l3UGAT was 
computed by use of the correlation chart. 
A multiple correlation bet\'f~en the total score of the l3UGAT and 
the General Irnowledge T~st with final examination marks was computed by 
using the forrrruJ.a2/ Rc.xy : {iCx2 t ~c:2r ~ ~cxrc;rX'v 
' . - XY' 
where Rc.xy _is the multiple correlation 
rex is the correlation b_etween scores on the final examination 
and :SUGAT 
rcy 
rry 
is the correlation -between scores on the final examination 
and the General Knowledge Test 
is the correlation between scores on the :BUG&T and the 
General Kno,.,ledge Test 
1/ \'1alter N. Du.rost and Helen M. 't'Talker, "Durost-Walker Correlation 
Chart," World :Book Co. Yo~ers-on-the-Hudson, Ne\ot York. 1937. 
2/ Peatman, op. cit., P• 483. 
J.8 
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~--f -~-- ~eans and standard -d~i~tion were also eompute: ·fr= t~e eorrela-
1 tion charts. Finally smoothed frequency distributions for all of the 
tests and sub-areas were constructed to aid , in showing the various 
distributions. 
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ORA.PDR IV 
FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Distributions of test scores--
Frequency 
Mean is 282.7 
s. d. is 26.3 
0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-4~~~~~~~~ 
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Raw Test Scores 
_Figure 1. Distribution of raw test scores for 194 School of Education, 
------------ -~---
Boston University students on Form A of the :BUG.AT. 
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Mean is 282.5 
s. d. is 28.2. 
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Raw Test Scores 
Figure 2. Distribution _.2!!!!.!!!!, scores~ 194 School.,!!: Education, 
:Boston University students .,2:: ~,! ~.!!!,: :BUGAT. 
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I· llevietions, 26.3 ond 2g,2, for Form A ond Form l! cl.eorJ.7 inclicetes the ~~ 
The test group did equally well on both !: 
The practically identical means, 282.7 and 282.5, tm.d standard 
comparability of the two forms. 
tests i>r the difficulty level of the tests is equal.. These conclusions 
are amply borne out by the similerities in the shape of the smoothed 
frequency curves. :Both curves are negatively skewed, both are unimodal 
and both are leptok:urtic. Considering the number of cases in the curves, 
the differences noted in them can be considered negligible. Form :B 
had a. few higher scores than Form A which accounts for the mode being 
I 
II 
/i 
slightly more to the right than in Form A but this is compensated for 
by a few lower scores. The total range of scores is practically equal 
'I l for both forms, =~1!_---~~-- however. - ----==--
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,)5' Mean is 59·5 
s.d. is 6.e 
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Baw Scores 
Figure 3. Distribution ~::!!.scores !2!. ill_ School 2!_ Education, 
:Boston University Students -~~ Recreational 2-~ 2!, ~ :BUGAT. 
The curve is negatively skewed although the inclusion of the 
lowest score draws tbe curve out in that direct ion disproportionatel y;. . 
There is a large cluster of scores around the mode with a sharp decline 
at the extreme ends of the distribution. Du.e to the cluster around the 
center of the distribution, the group can be considered to be somewhat 
homogenous in their knowledge of this sub-area. 
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Mean is 52.9 
a~d. is 6.9 
a ~--+-=-=- '-- - .1-- __~____,_~~~.._____. __ _.._ .___,_-+~-'-~ 
. 3)- 36- l't, /.ll-' t!)l{, ~7' 
3~- .lli' "' Lf'f 4' 6 ,r-, 
R8w Scores 
Figure 4. Distribution 2!, £!!t scores !2!:, l7!. Sehool 9.:! Education, 
:Boston Universitl •tudents s ~ Manual k!!_ ~~ !!!. ~ lJU_G4T. 
Of all the frequency curves of the BUGAT, this is the most nearly 
normal with the mean and mode practically coinciding. AJ. thoU&h 
leptobrtic, indicating a large cluster around the central portions 
o:f the curve, the curve indicates that the groups··are very nearly 
normally distributed in their knowledge of this sub-area. 
--- ~ ~~L-~~--~----
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Raw Scores 
Mean is 51.6 
s.e.. is 9.9 
Figure 5. Distribution ~ ~ scores !2: ~ School ~ Edncation, 
!oston university Students ~ ~ Scientific ~-areas 2f ~ BUGA!. 
!!!he low mean and large standard deviation immediately sho·w that 
the test group is weakest in this area. The greatest range of scores 
is also noted in this sub- area to substantiate the above conclusion. 
There is no definite clustering of scores around one point and the 
curve is not leptok:urtic as have been the others. There are fewer 
high scores on this sub-area than on any of the others. 0£ all the 
sub-areas, this has the greatest discriminative power in distinguishing 
past experiences in any of the :BUG.e areas. Previous training is more 
obvious here than in any other area, due perhaps to tbe highly special. 
vocabulary which is peculiar to the s ciences. It mu.st be remembered that 
theDa has been no item difficulty ana~ysis and, therefore, the above in-
terpr eta.tion i s on the basis of the large standard deviation of this 
group. 
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Raw scores 
Mean is 62.5 
s.d. is 7.5 
Figure 6. Distribution of raw scores ~ ~ School ~ Education, 
~oston University students on the Scholastic sub-area of the !UGAT • 
... - - ~---
The rather high mean indicates that the group, as a whole, did ex-
ceptionaJ.ly well in this sub-area. The one high peak \'lith rapid down-
ward slopes in either direction shows that there vas a great preponder-
ance of scores grouped in one small areas with the rest of the scores 
scattering themselves over the remainder of the distribution. The curve 
---------- =-=---==- = = - ---1--
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stages of completion of such work and, therefore, such a curve would 
be the result of a test of this type. 
The fairly large standard deviation shows that there are a few eases 
who scored more poorly in this ere~ than in others which increased the 
value of the deviation. It is not a reflection tha.t the test is a 
poor one. 
Frequency 
I~ 
/0 
Raw scores 
Mean is 28.3 
s.d. is 5.6 
Figure 7. Distribution C!!_ ~scores ~ Jj! School ~ Education, 
Boston University students ~ ~ Practical ~ ~-~ ~ the BUGA!. 
The curve closely approximates a normal curve of frequency distribu-
tion although it is very leptokurtie. The relatively small standard 
deviation shows that there isn1t too great a variability in the test 
1\ group. This is also indicated by the sharp slopes of the curve. The 
L _ eurye is _s~i~tly neg~~ively skewed like the other curves of the EUGA!. 
I --- -- -- -- - -
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Frequency 
Mean is 25.11-
s.d~ is 5.1 
Baw scores 
Figure S. Distribution 9!..!:!!!, scores !£!:. 111 School of Education, 
Boston University students .2!.!!!. Aesthetic 2-area ,2!!!!. BUGAT. 
AJ. though leptokurtie, the curve is not as high as some of those 
computed :for the other areas of the BUGAT. The curve is skewed nega.-
tively but the low mean indicates a large amount of low scores which 
would account for this skewness more thEm the higher scores of the 
group as a whole as is the case in other areas. The large range of 
scores also indicates that the group did not do as well in this area 
as they did in the others. 
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Raw scores 
Mean is 6g.s 
s.d. is S.2 
Figure 9· Distribution~~ scores for 171 School ~Education, 
:BOston University students !m ~ General Knowledge !!!!• 
This curve seems fairly' normal although negativel;y skewed. The 
mean is rather high for a ninet;y item test of Jlf:mial. abUit7 and· 'the 
standard deviation is small. This indicates the group is fairly 
similar in regards to the abilities measured by this test. This is to 
be eXpected when it is remembered the group to whom the test was a.dmin-
istered. The group as a whole scored much higher than the normal 
population but were normall7 distributed in themselves in regards to 
abilities measures~ 
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raw scores 
Figure 10. Distribution E!_ standard scores !!:.!_ 1,1 School .2! Education, 
~oston university students !a!8! final examinations. 
The flat, extended peak of the curve indicates that the scores 
were fairly well spread out over a large area. There is a total range 
of seven standard deviation which includes more than the normal amount 
of cases at the extreme ends. There does not seem to be any indication 
of a normal distribution of these scores and the group can be considered 
het er ogenous in their mastery of the subject matter of the courses in-
eluded in this atuey. This is au expected result since there usually 
is a large distribution for a final examination score. 
TA13LE I 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE TEST USED IN TEE STUJJI 
Name of test No. of cases Mean Standard deviation 
Form A 194 282.7 26.3 
Form ~ 194 282.5 28.2 
Recreational 171 59·5 6.s 
Manual .Uts 171 52.9 6.9 
·Scholastic 171 62.5 7·5 
Scientific 171 51.6 9·9 
Practical Arts 171 28.3 5·6 
.A;esthetic 171 25.>+ 5.1 
General Knowledge Test 171 69.8 8.2 
Final. Examination 131 51.4 9.S 
- -- -· 
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Summary of data concerning means, standard deviations and :freguencz 
distributions-That all of the curves except the final examination are 
leptokurtie should be no cause for suspicion concerning the tests 
themselves. The same holds true for the persistent negative skewness 
found in all the curves. A normal. distribution is expected only when 
the sample used in caleulating it is normal or random. throughout the 
entire population. The test group is fer from being normal and is 
biased in addition. This must be so for the purposes of this stutcy-. 
Therefore, when curves such as found and reported are obtained, it can 
immediately be shown to be dn.e to the type of test gl"oup and not to any 
inherent fault in the test itself. While the consistant scoring of the 
group above the mean, the negative skewness of the curves, mq lead to 
the conclusion that the test is too easy for this select group, such is 
not the case. In no instance did ~ student score perfectly in ~ 
test. The tests, as administered, all had su:fficient ceiling for the 
entire stu~ group. 
It is interesting to note the definite weakness of the group, as 
a whole, in the Scien.ti:fic sub-area of' the l3UGA.T. It is possible that 
this weakness, in individual c~ses, seriously affects the total score 
but this is out of the realm of this pe;per and is later suggested for 
further stu~. 
Reliability of the :BUGAT-The interform coefficient of correlation or 
reliability betw~en Form A·and Form B is .90 for 194 cases. This is 
in line with the previous reports concerning the me an and standard 
deviation and shows the essential similarity between the two forms. 
---- rt---- ----~=--~-- --
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Because of this, the interform reliability closely approximates a split-
half reliability. The method of Err~ administration also bears out the 
above statement. The tests all were administered at one test period; 
one half of the group taking Form A first while the other half took 
Form B. This procedure was reversed for the second part of the test. 
:By administering the tests this way, many chance variables .sueh as prac-
tice effects, memory of specific items, fatigue factors in the students 
themselves, and boredom with the test situation, are all cancelled out. 
The resuJ.ts obtained are than free from these external causes which 
affect reliability coefficients of tests. For these reasons, the two 
forms of the :BtJGAT can be considered to be equal for all practical pur-
poses. In all further computation, the average of the scores will be 
used rather than one score. 
TABLE II 
CORRELATIONS OF TEE WGAT WITH THE GENERAL KNOWLEDGE ~ST FOR 171 CASES 
Name of test 
Total Score 
Recreational 
ManuaJ. Art a 
Scholastic 
Scientific 
Practical Arts 
Aesthetic 
Correlation 
Swmnarz of the correlations between the BUGAT and General Knowlecl£e 
Test..:-The total score of the l3UGAT has the highest correlation than a:n.y 
-
of the sub-areas. The lowest correlation is between the Scholastic 
sub-area. These correlations are very similar to those found by 
' 
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1/ -~~T --~ 
II 1 Dr. Sullivan for the Special Field Vocabulary Test and the intelligence 
I 
II 
I! 
II 
measures used in her stu~/ and, therefore, substantiate her findings 
although that is not the purpose of this stuc'cy'. This agreement is ex-
pected when it is remembered that the :BUG.A!I! stems directly from the 
Field Vocabulary Test and the General Xnowled8e Test is one of intelli-
gence. 
All of the cor~elations are significant at the 1% level of con-
fidence as were those reported by Dr. Sullivan~ However, none of the 
correlations are high enough to be considered ind;cative of essential 
similarity between the measures correlated. The tests do not seem to 
be measuring the same factors or if they do, then not,to the same amount:s. li 
TA13LE III 
CORRELATIONS :BETWEEN TRE :BUGAT AND FINAL :Ep(AJUNATION MA.RKS FOR 131 CASES 
Name of test 
Total Score 
Recreational 
Manual .Art I 
Scholastic 
Scientific 
Practical .Arts 
Aesthetic 
Correlation 
~12 
.os 
.05 
.13 
~10 
.23 
.16 
Summa;r of the correlations between the :BUG!! and final examinations--
The usual method of interpreting correlation for predictive purposes 
is to compare with previous findings of similar studies. It will be 
I! 1/ Sullivan, op. cit., p. 120. 
I 
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.~ the median c~rrelation between measures used for predic-
~~ tion and actual suocess is .45. The highest correlation for rmy of the 
I :BUGAT sub-areas is for the Practical .Arts where 11r 11 equals .23. Oom-
il pared with .45, .23 is a very low correlation~ 
I
ll A mc.ch more effective means of showing the low relationship be-
tween the two measures is by using the Coefficient of Forecasting Effi-
ciency computed from the formuJ.az
1 
E : 1 ~ ( 1 - r2 
Where E is the coefficient of forecasting efficiency 
r is the correlation between the measures 
The total score of the :BU~ is found to have a forecasting effi-
ciency of one per cent • fhe Practical .AJ.ots sub-areas has a forecasting 
efficiency of only three per cent, yet it correlates the highest with 
the final examination marks. These forecasting efficiencies can be 
' 
I 
I 
,, 
compared with that of other studies reporting twelve per cent efficiency, I 
(.45 correlation). The :BUGAT as . a predictive instroment is not nearly 
as effective as other measures. None of the correlations between the 
l3UGAT and final examina.tiaa :, scores are significant. a.t·: the 1% letel of 
confidence. This is another wey of seying there is no relationship 
between the two measures. 
I 
I 
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Correlation of the General Xnowled,ge Test with Final Examination scores- I 
The General Knowledge Test correlated .22 with the final exa.mina-
tion scores for 131 students. This is even lower than that for the 
practical Arts sub area of the BUGAT which was found to have no 
1/ Garrett, op. oi t., P• 337• 
-= ------- ~~==--==-=--- =-==---=--
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relationship to the final examinations. 
The Multiple correlation between the final examination scores and the 
JroGAT 8Jld General Kno\·tled«e Test-The multiple correlation between the 
three measures is .219 which is lower than the correlation of the Gen-
eral Knowledge Test and final examination separatel,-. The tota.l score 
of the lro'GAT does not contribute to the predictive efficiency of the 
General Knowledge Test but decreases its , val.ue imperceptibly. :But this 
is of small consequence since the value of the General Knowledge Test 
alone is ver,. small. 
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CHAPTER V 
OOlifCLUSIONS, LTIUTATIONS .AND SUGGESTIOlifS FOR FU.RTmlR STUDY 
Nature of the investigation-The study will attempt to determine the 
efficiency with which the Boston University General Association Test 
predicts academic success for selected graduate students at the Boston 
!' University School of Education. 
Conclusions--In the light of the evidence showing the highe~t fore-
11 casting efficiency of any area of the :BUGAT to_ be only three per cent 
II as compared with a reported_media.n value of twelve per cent; the high-
' I est correlation to bo only .23 as compared to correlations ~eportedly 
/ as high as .55, and the multiple correlation to be oilly .219; the only 
I conclusion which can be drEMl, is that the :BUGAT and all of its sub~ 
II areas are · ineffective predictors of s~cess at the graduate level of 
J: Boston University School of Ed'llCation. Therefore, the use of the 
:BUGAT is not warranted as a predictive measure at this level. 
Limitations of the study--
1. It is regrettable that the sample of students is not as large 
as d_esired;. however, the sample is large enough to lend some 
credence to the results. 
2. It is possible tha~ the inclusion of ~ small number of under-
graduates may invali-d,ate the results for the graduate school 
level. 
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1 3. The three measures used in the study may themselves lack the 
necessary high reliability and validity coefficients which 
would invalidate the results to some extent. 
4. There are other factors which account for scholastic guccess 
aside from intelligence. This study has not concerned itself 
\'lith these factors, any one of which mey yield different results 
in a similar study. 
5~ The sample used as the criterion for success may well be too 
small and limited. This would not give an indication of the 
student 's true achievement and would yield spurious results. 
6. The factors affecting the outcomes, i.e., the academic require-
ments, for the criteria used in this study, are not necessarily 
those involved in the BUGAT~ This is represented by the compu-
tional element of statistics which was found in all of the courses l1 
used as criteria, but not in the BUGAT itself. The low correla.-
tions found may be due to this uncommunality of factors. 
Suggestions for further study--
1. Similar studies using total grades at both the graduate and 
undergraduate levels of Boston University. 
2. Similar studies using specific subject matter areas instead 
of total grades. 
3· Investigations into the effect of the Scientific sub-area on 
the total score of the J3UGAT. 
36 
4, .An item analysis o:l\' the :BUGAT to determine item diffic-ulty 
and overlapping of terms into one or more sub-areas. 
5. Intercor:rela.tions among the separate sub-areas to deternine 
the extent to which they are measuring similar factors. 
6. A repeat of this study using different criteria of intelli-
gence and success to check the results of this study. 
I 
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